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ECCLESIASTES 9
All this I have kept in mind and recognised: the just, the wise, and their deeds are in the

hands of God.

Love from hatred man cannot tell; both appear equally vain, in that there is the same lot

for all, for the just and the wicked, for the good and the bad, for the clean and the unclean,

for him who offers sacrifice and him who does not.  

As it is for the good man, so it is for the sinner; as it is for him who swears rashly, so it is

for him who fears an oath.  Among all the things that happen under the sun, this is the

worst – that things turn out the same for all.  

Hence the minds of men are filled with evil, and madness is in their hearts during life; and

afterward they go to the dead.  Indeed, for any among the living there is hope; a live dog is

better off than a dead lion.  

For the living know that they are to die, but the dead no longer know anything.  There is no

further recompense for them, because all  memory of them is lost.   For them, love and

hatred and rivalry have long since perished. They will never again have part in anything

that is done under the sun. ..... 

Enjoy life with your wife whom you love, all the days of the fleeting life that is granted

you under the sun.  

Anything you can turn your hand to, do with what power you have; for there will be no

work, nor reason, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the nether world where you are going.

And so... one could think there is no more – but for me the Credo proclaims there is more – there is the

Father, the Son and Holy Spirit – my Holy Catholic Church – the Communion of Saints – the forgiveness of

sin, the resurrection of this unworthy body and yes...life everlasting. 

Now however...begins the story of a flawed, but interesting life. 

Gary Michael Lockwood. 
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MARCH 12th

 I was born on March 12th- the feast of St Gregory the Great who died in the year 604, just

one thousand three hundred and thirty four years before I was born. Pope Pius X11 selected

this feast day on my first birthday in 1939 to be crowned with the triple Tiara – thus, in

history becoming the 260th successor of St Peter as Bishop of Rome.

1938
What sort of day was it in 1938 when my mother Eileen Mary Lockwood nee Ryan gave

birth  to  her  twin  sons  Gary  and Dean?   I  am sorry  to  report  that  I  have  little  or  no

recollection of the event and even my older brother Byron who was 9 years of age at the

time remembered only a comment, ‘The birth went quite well’. 

I was born just 10 minutes ahead of Dean. Within weeks of my birth, considerable concern

was being expressed about my health. I was unable to tolerate cows milk...my condition

deteriorated to a point of expected death...until a chemist in Tailem Bend recommended

that I be placed on a new baby formula called Lactogen.

Having  had  a  difficult  start  I  was  probably  spoilt  and  fussed  over  especially  by  my

grandmother. One thing was certain - I would never catch up to my twin brother in size and

now 70 years on I can assure all - that in size, build and weight - he is well out in front of

me. 

One dominant feature of my life has been the rather sad relationship that has existed for

much of my life with my twin brother Dean. We must have been very strange companions

within the womb because it is true to say that both of us have very little in common and

have during our lives, disagreed on almost every possible issue.

Fifty years after we were born my twin brother’s then wife Cindy decided that we (the

twins) should celebrate our 50th birthday together...not a good idea.  In general we lived our

lives  as very different  people and except  for  the first  fourteen years  of our  life  barely

related, even as brothers. At the time of writing this story – Dean and third wife Kathy is

believed to be residing at Hervey Bay in Queensland.
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Very few who have known me for most of the last 70 years would be at all surprised to

discover  I  have  commenced this  outline  highlighting  the feast  day of  one of  the  great

sainted popes of the Holy Catholic Apostolic and Roman faith.

 At  the  end of  the  year  2003 and after  the  extended  Pontificate  of  John Paul  11  the

Conservative  Catholics  of  Australia  delighted  in  using  the  term ‘Papal’  Catholic’s  as

opposed to the post Vatican Catholics with a modernist flavour currently referred in a

derogatory way as ‘New Church’ Catholics.

 It is somewhat ironical that this accused ‘new church catholic’ would himself decide to

present his life within a time frame associated within the Papacies of his lifetime. Someone,

possibly a Mrs Hayes sponsored me into the Catholic faith within a few weeks of my birth

and I was baptised at the Tailem Bend Catholic Church and given the Christian second

name of the Archangel St Michael. 

My Mother was very much taken with the actor Gary Cooper and therefore I was called

after that popular Hollywood Star and the spelling of Gary followed my mother’s perceived

belief that my father had recorded my name on the birth certificate in accordance with her

wishes. In applying for a passport in 1994 to travel to the United States I was shocked to

discover my inebriated father had recorded me at the time of my birth as a double (r) Garry.

Having been a one (r) Gary for 54 years was comfortable enough so no real effort was

made to change the situation.

I had used the working title “A LIFE LIVED UNDER SIX POPES” during the writing of

most of  this  story but this  title  had to  be changed on the 20 th of  April  2005 when the

Conclave of Cardinals elected Joseph Ratzinger as Pope Benedict XV1 following the death

of John Paul 11.  The title just had to be changed and of course could yet end up being ‘a

life lived under eight popes’ unless the Lord intends to call me home ahead of the current

reigning pontiff  who at 78 years of age is one of the oldest popes to be elected in the

preceding 300 years. The battle for survival is ahead.
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PART 1

POPE PIUS X1

1938
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CHAPTER 1

MY FIRST YEAR. 1938 - 39 POPE PIUS X1.          

Some  16  years  before  I  was  born.  Italian  Cardinal  Ambrogio  Damiano  Achille  Ratti

became Pope on February 6th 1922 at a very difficult time in history following the Great

War and took the name of Pius X1 

It was a time of great change and emerging out of the 19th Century came a force that was

very  opposed  to  the  Church  and  this  Pope  had  to  cope  with  great  hostility  from the

Masonic based government in Mexico. The Church was under heavy persecution in the

nineteenth century and remained so up to the year 2000. The official arm of Government

continued to impose considerable restrictions on the clergy in that country. 

The establishment of Communism in Russia and the emergence of new Fascist regimes

ushered into the early part of the 20th Century new forms of Government that by their very

nature, would be of concern to the Church. Another man was elected Pope in 1922 in the

person of Cardinal Laurenti but he refused to accept the position and after fourteen efforts

the Cardinals chose the Archbishop of Milan, Cardinal Ratti.  The Cardinal who was to

become Pius X1 had lived in Poland at the time the Bolsheviks had attacked Warsaw and

advanced to within six miles of the Polish Capital.

This Pope did all of his major work well before I was born, he had great concerns about

the  exploitative  nature  of  the  Capitalist  system  and  the  emerging  Fascism  but  his

experience in Poland and the ungodly nature of Communism would make the Bolsheviks of

far greater concern. This experience of Communism would dominate much of the policy of

the Catholic Church until the end of the Century. This Papacy reached agreement with the

secular state of Italy in 1929 to establish the Independent Vatican City State ending a very

bitter stand off between the Pope and the Government of Italy that had followed the loss of

the Papal States when Garibaldi forged the establishment of modern Italy. 

Pius X1 had been elected in that short period of history between the so-called two great

Wars.  The greed of Capitalism resulted in a dirty  trade war called World  War 1 that

slaughtered millions of people including committed Catholics on both sides of the two war
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machines. The victors of World War 1 imposed economic conditions on the Germans that

led to economic and social revolt  hastening the advancement of the Fascist  regimes of

Mussolini, Franco and Hitler.   

Communism come to power in Mother Russia towards the end of World War 1 and this

new  revolutionary  movement  had  established  support  in  various  parts  of  Europe  and

especially in catholic Bavaria. Social conditions in Germany had become oppressive as a

result of the demands of the allied victors and the situation was ripe for revolution with a

flawed capitalist system about to inflict on millions of innocent human beings what came to

be known as the Great Depression.

 Pius X1 wrote a social justice encyclical QUADRAGESIMO ANNO that stressed the evils

of the economic and social trends of the time. The document was very important and built

on Leo X111’s famous RURUM NOVARUM.

My parents were married in 1928 during this Pontificate and were part of a much more

enclosed Catholic  Church than we now experience  in our society.  Andrew Killian was

Archbishop of Adelaide during this period and he left this world in June 1939. The local

priests at Tailem Bend were Fr Dennis O’Connell and a younger Father Redden who was

very kind to my mother after a torrid time from O’Connell.

Just seven days after I was born an election was held in South Australia and it saw a record

13  Independents  elected  to  the  lower  house  chamber  with  the  Liberal  Country  Party

winning 15 seats and Labor 9. 

My maternal grandmother Margaret Ryan nursing Dean and my mother with me.
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I spent the first nine months of my life living under a Butler Labor Government kept in

power by the Independents. 

By November 1938 Thomas Playford became Premier and the next 27 years, yes 27 years,

was a life spent under his administration giving him the record as the longest serving head

of Government in the British World. Playford remained in power during most of this time

due to a Gerrymander of the electorates highly weighted in the favour of country Seats.

PIUS X1 became quite  ill  in  1936 and was not  expected  to  live,  yet  he survived  until

February 1939 leaving the Church in a suspended state that so often happens in a Papal

system that awaits an ailing Pope to die.

(left)- Smaller twin Gary, my mother Eileen Lockwood (nee Ryan), & chubbier twin Dean (right).

At the time of my birth my father was manager of the butter factory at Tailem Bend – we

lived in a house on the Main Road just out of the Town proper belonging to the Company

 Dad with some of the Staff. 
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1939
In early 1939 South Australia experienced one of its most sustained heat wave periods and

my mother worked very hard to keep her twin babies alive, constantly bathing us in vinegar

and water.

  

We survived the heat wave but Pope Pius X1, who was not in any way affected by our

weather conditions, had run his race and died when I was eleven months old on February

10th 1939

The King of England gloriously reigned over me at this time having come to the English

throne as George V1 some 15 months before I was born. With an Irish Catholic background

we had little time for the British Monarchy but George V1 was a good man who was a

reluctant monarch who came to kingship at a very difficult time in history. In Australia Mr

Joseph Lyons was Prime Minister of a UAP Government and John Curtin was the leader of

the Australian Labor Party - the Federal Opposition.

On the 8th May 1928 my grandfather Michael Andrew Ryan died, Desmond Ryan only

child of Frank and Eileen Ryan was born. (John Francis known as Frank was my mother’s

oldest brother). My older brother Byron came into the world on June 6th 1929 and my

mother’s  youngest  brother Tom Ryan who had married Nora Kelly produced two sons

Raymond Ryan (1933) and Dennis Ryan (1935). My mother’s only sister Winifred Ryan

married Murray Walter at Waikerie on July 25th 1937.
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Jervois

It  seems the  Ryan  family left  Pinnaroo sometime  after  1924 and headed to the newly

opened development at Jervois. Producing milk from well fed cows was of course the main

industry – fully dependent on the River Murray – I think the digging of drains may have

been part of development projects during the great depression.

The caption under this old photo says ‘Saying goodbye to Pinnaroo – Leaving for Jervois’ -
My guess is that Winnie is 3rd from left,  next to her on the right Frank Ryan  and my mother could be
the one with hat 6th from left –  Grandmother with fox fur and my mothers arm around her is next then
Grandfather standing – well dressed and Tom Ryan is possibly bottom right

Obviously my Grandfather and Grandmother  Michael & Margaret Ryan set up their home

– they had their eldest son Frank and younger son Tom working on the farm – my mother

known as ‘Dolly’ worked side by side with any man – Winnie the youngest girl had less

demands placed on her. On my Grandmothers death in 1944 the farm was passed over to

the eldest son Frank Ryan with him having to pay out to his younger brother Tom.  It was a

carry over of the Irish where the property reverted  to the males  of the family...I  think

Auntie Winnie was left the Piano and my mother received about 200 pounds – money she

used to later buy the Bowden property.

My mother’s father, Michael Andrew Ryan died in May 1928 at a relatively young age

leaving  his  wife  as  the  forceful  matriarch  of  the  Ryan  family  –  I  am not  sure  if  my

grandfather’s health (or attitude) had prevented my mother from marrying Allan Edward
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Lockwood earlier, (after all the couple had been going around together for many years) –

dad had worked as a builder in Pinnaroo and was always in the social life of the family and

included in most of the family photos. My parents were married in September 1928 less

than 4 months after Michael Ryan’s death. 

Eileen Mary Ryan married Allan Edward Lockwood on Sept 1st 1928

My mother and father had a business at Jervois – Bakery, Petrol and small store – perhaps

even post office – When the economy turned sour at the time of the depression it seems that

with farmers unable to pay their bills – mum and dad were caught with large unpaid bills –

I think dad was declared bankrupt – I do not know the whole story and Byron was always

reluctant to revisit the agony that he as a young boy would have sadly seen. 
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Obviously,  mum’s  dominance  of  the  family  finances  for  most  of  our  life  would  have

greatly been determined by the affects on dad’s standing. Mum apparently thought dad was

far too generous to people – a generosity that had turned around and had bitten her family.

My mother had gained a lot of experience whilst living at Pinnaroo – especially working in

the first Soda Fountains. All her knowledge of what was needed in mixing various flavours

and acids came from this experience.

Mum was an outstanding horsewoman and participated in horse riding and exhibition work

for most of the time she lived in the district. Dad was always proud to claim he was one of

the builders of the Pinnaroo Institute.
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PART 2

POPE PIUS X11

1939 - 1958
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Pope Pius X11 welcoming the liberation of Rome near to the end of World War 11
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CHAPTER 2

Growing up 1939 – 1958.  POPE PIUS X11.         

By the year 1958 I would be on the eve of one of the great milestones of my life, the

right to register for the vote. Even though I had been very much involved in politics

for many years people were not considered adults until the age of twenty one. At least

I knew I would be able to vote in due course but at that time the native Australians were

denied any vote at all.

Nineteen  years  earlier  in  March  1939  the  world  heard  of  the  swift  election  of  a

replacement for the Papal throne in the person of Eugene Pacelli who in many ways was

thought of as the last of the truly monarchical Popes. Pope Pius X11 looked every bit the

part of the pope on high; he was serene and composed and wore the triple tiara with great

dignity. 

It was March 12th 1939, I was only 12 months old, quite unaware that this Supreme Pontiff

was being carried through the crowds in Rome on the gestatorial chair accompanied by

the gold helmeted soldiers along with a procession of robed prelates and chamberlains.

The titles were there:- 

BISHOP OF ROME, 

VICAR OF JESUS CHRIST,

SUCCESSOR OF THE PRINCE OF THE APOSTLES, 

SUPREME PONTIFF OF THE UNIVERSAL CHURCH,

PATRIARCH OF THE WEST, PRIMATE OF ITALY, 

ARCHBISHOP AND METROPOLITAN OF THE ROMAN PROVINCE,

SOVEREIGN OF THE VATICAN CITY STATE.

Had Pius not been a prince of the Church he would have been Prince Eugene Pacelli in the

Italian  world.  Very ascetic  and celibate,  he had a bearing of  aloofness  and style  that

contrasted greatly with the simplicity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. There is little

doubt  about  the  personal  holiness  of  Pius  X11  and  yet  by  historical  custom  he  had

embraced much of what was expected of a medieval monarch. 
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